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Abstract
We reexamine the class of (0, ±1) matrices called submodular, which we introduced in (Ann.
Discrete Math. 15 (1982) 189). Our key idea in this paper is to de8ne, for each submodular ma-
trix M , a corresponding digraph G whose nodes are the columns of M . Our principal results are
as follows: (a) a graph–theoretic interpretation of the polyhedron P(M)= {x: x¿ 0; Mx¿−1},
and (b) for a given G, the description of a submodular matrix contained in all submodular ma-
trices representing G. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A submodular matrix is a (0;±1) matrix whose rows are indexed by a lattice, and
each column is a (0;±1) function on the lattice as described in De8nition 2.2. When
none of these columns contains an entry −1, then a graph–theoretic interpretation of M
and of the polyhedron P(M) was described in detail in [3]. In this paper we assume,
by contrast, that each column contains at least one entry −1, and use this to construct
from M a digraph G (De8nition 3.1), and an interpretation of P(M) (Theorem 3.1).
We also show (Theorem 4.1) that, given a digraph G, there is a submodular matrix
M =M (G) representing G, with rows contained in every submodular matrix repre-
senting G. (Nevertheless, we do not know which inequalities describing P(M (G)) are
facets. Nor do we have a graph–theoretic interpretation of a general submodular matrix,
so that the present results and those of [3] can be reconciled in a general context.)
Although the authors of [2] did not anticipate at the time De8nition 3.1, which is
the key to the present paper, they take some comfort from the fact that the concepts
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of “node cut” and “node cut matrix”, which were introduced in [2] and recapitulated
in 2.1 play a central role in proving the main theorems of this paper.
2. Node cut matrices and submodular matrices
2.1. Node cut matrix of a digraph
The concept of node cuts in a digraph was introduced in [2] and subsequently used
[1]. We de8ne here a node cut matrix as follows:
Denition 2.1. Given a digraph G=(V; E) and a node set S ⊆V , the node cut set
(	+(S); 	−(S)) is de8ned by
	+(S) := {v =∈ S: ∃w ∈ S with (w; v) ∈ E};
	−(S) := {v ∈ S: @w ∈ S with (w; v)∈E}:




1 if v ∈ 	+(S);
−1 if v ∈ 	−(S);
0 otherwise:
v ∈ V; S ⊆ V;
The node cut matrix AG yields the polyhedral description of the (directed) paths and
circuits of G. More precisely, let B be the incidence matrix of the paths of G, i.e.
the matrix whose rows are the incidence vectors of (the node sets of) all paths of G
(including the null path), and C the incidence matrix of the circuits of G. Moreover,
denote for a matrix M by CONV (M) and CONE(M) the convex hull and the cone
generated by the rows of M . The following result of [2] was derived as an application
of Lattice Polyhedra theory developed in [4, 3, 2].
Theorem 2.1. {x∈RV: x¿0; AGx¿−1} and {x∈RV: Bx61; Cx60} are polar poly-
hedra.
The proof is based on the fact that {x∈RV: x¿0; AGx¿−1} is a lattice polyhedron
and therefore an integer polyhedron. For details, the reader is referred to [2].
From this theorem and standard polyhedral theory (see for instance [5]) follows
Corollary 2.1. {x∈RV: x¿0; Ax¿−1}=CONV (B)+CONE(C) and {x∈RV : x¿0;
AGx¿0}=CONE(C):
2.2. Submodular matrices
Node cut matrices of digraphs are special cases of 0;±1-valued matrices which can
be called submodular matrices. We recall the de8nitions of a submodular function and
a consecutive function from [2].
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Denition 2.2. Given a lattice L, a function f :L→{0;±1} is submodular on L if
f(a∨ b) +f(a∧ b)6f(a) +f(b) for any a; b∈L; and is consecutive on L if |f(a)−
f(b)|61 for any a; b∈L with a6b; and |f(a) − f(b) + f(c)|61 for any a; b; c∈L
with a¡b¡c:
Denition 2.3. Given a lattice L and a set V , a submodular matrix F ∈{0;±1}L×V is
a matrix whose columns fv; v∈V; are all submodular and consecutive functions on L.
In this paper, we shall restrict ourselves to a subclass of submodular matrices
F∈{0;±1}L×V , namely to submodular matrices F ∈{0;±1}L×V such that each col-
umn fv contains a −1, i.e. fv 0 for all v∈V . In the remainder, we shall speak
simply of submodular matrices, while keeping in mind this restriction.
Observe that the node cut set matrix AG of a digraph G=(V; E) is a submodular
matrix: the lattice L is the power set 2V ordered by inclusion and it is easy to verify
that each column av; v∈V , of AG is submodular and consecutive on L and contains
at least one element −1.
3. Polyhedral characterization of submodular matrices
In this section, we derive for submodular matrices F polyhedral results similar to
Theorem 2.1 that was established for node cut matrices.
Let F ∈{0;±1}L×V be a submodular matrix. The following notations will be used:
for any v∈V; Lv := {a∈L: fv=−1}: Observe that Lv is a non-empty sublattice of
L: Let av and bv denote the minimal and maximal element of Lv; and m and M the
minimal and maximal element of L:
We build from F a digraph G(L; F) as follows:
Denition 3.1. The digraph G(L; F) associated to F ∈{0;±1}L×V is the digraph (V; E);
where (v; w)∈E if and only if av bw:
A main result of the paper is the following:
Theorem 3.1. Let F ∈{0;±1}L×V be a submodular matrix; G(L; F) be its associ-
ated digraph and B and C be the incidence matrix of all paths (including the null
path); respectively; of all circuits of G(L; F). Then {x∈RV: x¿0; F x¿ − 1} and
{x∈RV: Bx61; Cx60} are polar polyhedra.
Corollary 3.1. {x∈RV: x¿0; F x¿− 1}=CONV (B)+CONE(C) and {x∈RV: x¿0;
F x¿0}=CONE(C):
Before proving Theorem 3.1, some lemmas are needed. The 8rst describes a de-
composition property of any submodular function f 0; although it is stated for the
columns fv of F:
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Lemma 3.1. For any v∈V; let g1v :L→{0; 1} and g2v :L→{0; 1} be de>ned by
g1v(a) =
{




0 if a6 bv;
1 otherwise;
a ∈ L:
Then fv= g1v + g
2
v − 1:
Proof. Lemma 3.1 is related to and can be derived from a similar decomposition
Lemma in [2]. A direct proof is given here.
(i) Let fv(a)=−1: Since a∈Lv, av6a6bv, hence g1v(a) + g2v(a) − 1=−1: Con-
versely, if g1v(a) + g
2
v(a)− 1=−1; then av6a6bv and fv(a)=−1 by consecutivity.
(ii) Now let fv(a)= 1: By consecutivity of f; a and av and a and bv are pairs of non-
comparable elements. Therefore g1v(a) + g
2
v(a)− 1=1: Conversely, let g1v(a) + g2v(a)−
1=1: Then av a and abv and, since av6bv; a and av and a and bv are pairs of
non-comparable elements. By (i), fv(a) =−1: Suppose fv(a)= 0: Then fv(a∨ av)=−1
by submodularity of f and minimality of av in Lv: Similarly, fv(a∧ bv)=−1: But then,
since a∧ bv¡a¡a∨ av; consecutivity of f is violated. Therefore fv(a)= 1:
Next, let AG(L;F), denoted A for brevity, be the node cut matrix of G(L; F)= (V; E),
let AS , S ∈U := 2V , be its rows, and de8ne the following mappings:
% : L→ U by %(a) = {v ∈ V : av 6 a}; a ∈ L; and (1)
& : U → L by &(S) =
{ ∨
v∈S
av if S = ∅;
m if S = ∅;
S ∈ U: (2)
Lemma 3.2. (i) Fa¿A%(a) for any row Fa; a∈L; of F: (ii) AS¿F&(S) for any row AS;
S ∈U; of A.
Proof. (i) Suppose Fav=1; then Fav¿A%(a); v holds trivially. Suppose Fav=0. If v∈%(a);
v =∈	+(%(a)) and therefore A%(a);v60: If v =∈ %(a); ava; hence g1v(a)= 1 and there-
fore g2v(a)= 0; i.e. a6bv. Assuming %(a) = ∅; for any w∈ %(a); aw6a6bv; therefore
(w; v) =∈E: Therefore, v =∈	+(%(a)) and A%(a); v=0: If %(a)= ∅; A%(a); v=0:
Suppose 8nally Fav=−1. Then av6a6bv: Clearly, v∈ %(a): There exists no w∈ %(a)
with (w; v)∈E; otherwise aw6a and aw bv, a contradiction to a6bv: Therefore
A%(a); v=−1:
(ii) If ASv=1; obviously ASv¿F&(S); v: Suppose ASv=0 and v =∈ S: Then there is no
w∈ S with (w; v)∈E; i.e. with awbv: Therefore, assuming S = ∅; aw6bv for all
w∈ S; hence &(S) :=∨v∈S av6bv and g2v(&(S))= 0: Therefore F&(S); v60: If S = ∅; &(S)
=m and F&(S); v60: Finally, suppose ASv=−1: Then v∈ S and there is no w∈ S−v with
(w; v)∈E: Since v∈ S, av6&(S): Also, for all w∈ S−v; since (w; v) =∈E; aw6bv, there-
fore, since also av6bv; &(S) :=
∨
v∈S av6bv: From av6&(S)6bv follows F&(S); v=−1:
Theorem 3.1 can now be shown:
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Proof. From Lemma 3.2 follows that PF := {x∈RV : x¿0; F x¿−1}= {x∈RV: x¿0;
AG(L;F)x¿ − 1}, AG(L;F) being the node cut matrix of G(L; F), and by Theorem 2.1,
{x∈RV: x¿0; AG(L;F)x¿−1} and {x∈RV : Bx61; Cx60} are polar, B and C being
de8ned in G(L; F).
4. Common structure of matrix F and matrix AG (L;F)
Since a submodular matrix F on L and the node cut matrix AG(L;F) of the associated
digraph yield the same polyhedron PF (see proof above), a natural question is whether
the two matrices or essential parts of them are identical. Also, in the aLrmative, do
they have the same structure?
F and AG(L;F) are obviously not identical in general: take an F consisting of a single
column submodular on a lattice of more than two elements. G(L; F) consists of a single
node and AG(L;F) has two elements 0 and −1. Also, an operation such as replacing an
element a in L by a chain a1; a2; : : : ; ak (reordering in the obvious way), and setting
all rows Fai :=Fa leaves the associated digraph unchanged.
In this section, we shall show that there is L′⊆L and U ′⊆U := 2V such that
(i) the restriction F ′ of F to L′ (i.e. with rows Fa, a∈L′), and the restriction A′ of A
to U ′ are identical matrices and {x∈RV : x¿0; F ′x¿−1}= {x∈RV: x¿0; F x¿−1}
=PF:
(ii) L′ and U ′ are isomorphic lattices, where the order of L, respectively, of U is
preserved (but the meet and join operations are modi8ed by a closure operator).
4.1. The lattice L′ and matrix F ′









for all a∈L; with the convention Oa :=M if ∧ is not de>ned and ((a) :=m if ∨ is
not de>ned. Then
(i) a6b⇒ ((a)6((b) for all a; b∈L
(ii) ((((a))= ((a) for all a∈L
(iii) L′ := {a∈L: ((a)= a} is a lattice with same order 6; and meet and join a b :=
((a∧ b); a b := ((a∨ b):
(iv) Fa¿F((a) for all a∈L:
Proof. (i) From a6b follows Oa6 Ob and therefore ((a)6((b).
(ii) ((((a)) :=
∨
av6((a) av, where ((a) :=
∧
bv¿((a) bv (with the convention above).
By de8nition of Oa, bv¿ a implies bv¿ Oa and since ((a)6 Oa; bv¿((a): Therefore
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Oa¿((a) and ((a)¿((((a)): Also, by de8nition of ((a), av6a implies av6((a) and
since ((a)6((a); av6((a). Therefore ((a)6((((a)).
(iii) Follows from the fact that L is a lattice and ( a “closure” operator satisfying
(i) and (ii).
(iv) Suppose g1v(a)= 0: By de8nition of g
1
v ; av6a, hence av6((a) and g
1
v(((a))= 0:
Suppose now g2v(a)= 0: Then a6bv, hence ((a)6 bv and g
2
v(((a))= 0: By Lemma
3.1, Fav= g1v(a)+g
2
v(a)−1. If Fav=−1, g1v(a)= g2v(a)= g1v(((a))= g2v(((a))= 0, hence
F((a); v=−1: If Fav=0, either g1v(a) or g2v(a)= 0, and g1v(((a)) or g2v(((a))= 0, hence
F((a); v60: Therefore Fav¿F((a); v:
4.2. The lattice U ′ and matrix A′
Lemma 4.2. Let ) :U→U be given by
)(S) := S ∪ {v ∈ V − S: @(v; w) ∈ E with w ∈ P(S)}; (4)
where P(S) is the set of all nodes having no predecessor in S; i.e.
P(S) := 	−(S) ∪ [(V − S)− 	+(S)]:
Then
(i) S ⊆T⇒ )(S)⊆ )(T ) for all S; T ∈U;
(ii) )()(S))= )(S) for all S ∈U;
(iii) U ′ := {S ∈U : )(S)= S} is a lattice with same order ⊆; and meet and join
S fT := )(S ∩T )= S ∩T; S gT := )(S ∪T );
(iv) AS¿A)(S) for all S ∈U:
Proof. Since A is a node cut matrix, it is submodular on the lattice U := 2V , so that
(i)–(iv) are proven at once by Lemma 4.1 if we show that )(S)= ((S); where ( is
the operator of Lemma 4.1 applied now to A and U .
Here ((S) :=
⋃
Sv⊆Sˆ Sv where Sˆ :=
⋂
Tv⊇S Tv, Sv and Tv corresponding to av and bv




Observe that (v; w)∈E⇔ v =∈Tw. Indeed, since ATw;w =−1; (v; w)∈E implies v =∈Tw.
Conversely, if v =∈Tw and (v; w) =∈E, Av∪ Tw;w =−1, contradicting the maximality of Tw.
Using this observation, {w∈V : S ⊆Tw}= {w∈V : v∈Tw for all v∈ S}= {w∈V : (v; w)
=∈E for all v∈ S}=P(S) so that ((S) :=⋂w∈P(S) Tw: Furthermore, )(S) := S ∪{v∈V−




Observe that in statement (iii) of the Lemma, )(S ∩T )= S ∩T is claimed. This
follows from the fact that ) not only satis8es (i) and (ii), but also S ⊆ )(S) for all S.
4.3. Relation between lattices L′ and U ′ and matrices F ′ and A′
We can now state the main result of this section.
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Theorem 4.1. Let F ∈{0;±1}L×V be a submodular matrix; G(L; F)= (V; E) be its
associated digraph and A∈{0;±1}U×V the node cut matrix of G(L; F); and let L′⊆L
and U ′⊆U := 2V be the lattices de>ned in Lemmas 4:1 and 4:2 and % :L→U and
& :U→L the mappings de>ned in (1) and (2). Then
(i) L′ and U ′ are isomorphic lattices; with 1–1 mapping += %; +−1 = &:
(ii) The submatrices F ′ with rows Fa; a∈L′ and A′ with rows AS; S ∈U ′ are identical
(up to row permutation) and submodular.
(iii) G(L′; F ′)=G(L; F).
(iv) {x∈RV: x¿0; F ′x¿−1}= {x∈RV: x¿0; F x¿−1}= {x∈RV: x¿0; Ax¿−1}
= {x∈RV : x¿0; A′x¿− 1}.
Thus; the submodular matrix F ′ arising from the lattice L′ is contained in every
submodular representation of G.
Before proving this theorem, we need the following propositions.
Proposition 4.1. For any a∈L′; a=∨av6a av.
Proof. By de8nition of ((a), av6 Oa implies av6((a)= a, since a∈L′. Also, by de8-




Proposition 4.2. For any S ∈U; )(S)= {v∈V : av6
∧
bw¿aˆ bw}; where aˆ :=
∨
v∈S av.
Proof. By de8nition of G(L; F), (v; w)∈E⇔ av bw, therefore )(S) := S ∪ {v∈V −
S: @(v; w)∈E with w∈P(S)}= {v∈V : for all w∈P(S); (v; w) =∈E}= {v∈V : for all
w∈P(S); av6bw}= {v∈V : av6
∧
w∈P(S) bw}.
Also, P(S)= {w∈V : for all v∈ S; (v; w) =∈E}= {w∈V : for all v∈ S; av6bw}=
{w∈V : ∨v∈S av6bw}= {w∈V : aˆ6bw} where aˆ :=∨v∈S av.
Theorem 4.1 can now be shown:
Proof. (i) We show 8rst that % maps any element a∈L′, i.e. with ((a)= a, into an
element %(a)∈U ′.
%(a) := {v∈V : av6a}= {v∈V : av6((a)}= {v∈V : av6
∨
av6 Oa av}= {v∈V : av6 Oa},
where Oa :=
∧







av6a av= a by Proposition 4.1. Hence, )(%(a))= {v∈V : av6∧
bw¿a bw}= %(a) and therefore %(a)∈U ′:
Next, & maps any S ∈U ′ into an element &(S)∈L′. Indeed, for any S ∈U ′: S = )(S)
= {v∈V : av6
∧
bw¿aˆ bw}, where aˆ :=
∨





av6a av, where a :=
∧
bw¿aˆ bw, and therefore &(S)= ((aˆ)∈L′:
Moreover, for any a∈L′, &(%(a))= a, namely &(%(a))=∨v∈%(a) av=∨av6a av= a by
Proposition 4.1.
Also, for any S ∈U ′, %(&(S))= S: Indeed, since &(S)∈L′, &(S)= ((&(S)) :=∨av6 Oa av,
where Oa :=
∧
bw¿&(S) bw, therefore %(&(S))= {v∈V : av6&(S)}= {v∈V : av6
∨
av6 Oa av}
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= {v∈V : av6 Oa :=
∧
bw¿&(S) bw}= {v∈V : av6
∧
bw¿aˆ bw}, where aˆ := &(S)=
∨
v∈S av:
This is precisely )(S) by Proposition 4.2, and therefore %(&(S))= )(S)= S:
Finally, since % and & preserve orders (a6b⇒ %(a)⊆ %(b); S ⊆T⇒ &(S)6,(T )),
L′ and U ′ are isomorphic lattices, with bijection + := %; +−1 := &:
(ii) From Lemma 3.2 and &(%(a))= a follows Fa¿A%(a)¿Fv(%(a)) =Fa for all a∈L′.
Therefore the submatrices F ′ and A′ are identical up to row permutation and it is easy
to verify that they are submodular on L′ and U ′, respectively.
(iii) A de8nition of G(L; F) equivalent to De8nition 3.1 is as follows: G(L; F)
is the digraph (V; E), where (v; w)∈E if and only if there exists no pair a; b∈L
with a6b and Fav=Fbw =−1: Let G(L′; F ′)= (V; E′) be the digraph associated to
F ′. Clearly, (v; w)∈E⇒ (v; w)∈E′. Conversely, suppose (v; w) =∈E, i.e. there exists
a6b with Fav=Fbw =−1: Since Fc¿F((c) for all c∈L, F((a); v=F((b); w =−1, and a6b
implies ((a)6((b). Therefore (v; w) =∈E′.
(iv) The 8rst and third equality follow from (iv) of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, and the
second equality was established in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
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